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Abstract
More than two multipartite orthogonal states cannot always be discriminated (with cer-
tainty) if only local operations and classical communication (LOCC) are allowed. Using an
existing inequality among the measures of entanglement, we show that any three Bell states
cannot be discriminated by LOCC. Exploiting the inequality, we calculate the distillable en-
tanglement of a certain class of 4⊗ 4 mixed states.
Nonorthogonal states cannot be discriminated with certainty. This is essentially the No-cloning
theorem [1]. However discrimination with certainty is not guaranteed even for multipartite or-
thogonal states, if only local operations and classical communication (LOCC) are allowed. Given
a set of multipartite orthogonal states, at present it is not always possible (without further study)
to say whether they can be discriminated (with certainty) or not, where only LOCC are allowed.
A landmark result was obtained in [2], where it was shown that any two multipartite orthogonal
states can be distinguished with certainty by LOCC. In this paper we solve the question of distin-
guishibility (with certainty) of any set consisting of the Bell states. It was noted in [2] that if two












(j01i − j10i) ,





i=1 P [jBii jBii] [3], it follows that this is not possible if only a single
copy is provided. We show that it is not possible to discriminate between any three Bell states if
only a single copy is provided and if only LOCC are allowed. That two Bell states can be distin-













Suppose now that it is possible to discriminate (with certainty) between the four Bell states using







shared between Alice, Bob, Claire and Danny [3]. If the four Bell states are locally distinguish-
able, Alice and Bob would be able to discriminate between them without meeting. A classical
communication would then result in Claire and Danny sharing 1 ebit. As Alice and Bob did not





i=1 P [jBiiAC jBiiBD]. This proves that it is not possible to discriminate (with certainty)
between the four Bell states, when only a single copy is provided.
We now proceed to prove this result for three Bell states.




where D is the set of all separable states on the Hilbert space on which σ is dened, and S(σ k
ρ)  trfσ(log2 σ − log2 ρ)g is the relative entropy of σ with respect to ρ.







where the Bell states involved are any three of the four. Let Er(ρ
(3)
AC:BD) denote the relative














= 2− log2 3 < 1
But distillable entanglement is bounded above by Er [5, 6]. Consequently the distillable entangle-
ment of ρ(3), in the AC : BD cut, is strictly less than unity.
Suppose now that it is possible to discriminate (with certainty) between any three Bell states
when only LOCC are allowed. So, if Alice, Bob, Claire and Danny share the state ρ(3), then
Alice and Bob, without meeting, would again be able to make Claire and Danny share 1 ebit of
distillable entanglement. And again we reach at a contradiction. Therefore even three Bell states
are not locally distinguishable with certainty. Here we remark that the state ρ(3) can also be called
`unlockable' [3] in the sense that it would not be possible to produce 1 ebit between C and D when
A and B are separated although 1 ebit can be generated between C and D when A and B comes
together.
We now show that the above method can be employed to calculate the distillable entanglement,









(b j00i − a j11i)AB jB2iCD
]
where jaj2 + jbj2 = 1. As two orthogonal states can always be locally discriminated [2], one can
produce 1 ebit between C and D by operating locally on A and B. Thus the distillable entanglement
of the above state would at least be 1 in the AC : BD as well as the AD : BC cut. But the relative
entropy of entanglement (which is an upper bound of the distillable entanglement [5, 6]) of ρ′(2)
is 1 in these cuts [7]. Thus the distillable entanglement of the above state in the AC : BD (and
AD : BC) cut is 1. In particular, the relative entropy of entanglement as well as the distillable








is 1 in the AC : BD (and AD : BC) cut.




i=1 P [jBii jBii] is separable in all
bipartite cuts, implies that if only a single copy is provided and only LOCC are allowed, it is not
possible to discriminate with certainty among the four Bell states. We show that even (any) three
Bell states cannot be distinguished by LOCC, when only a single copy is provided. We prove this
by using an existing inequality of the entanglement measures. This inequality also helped us to
obtain the distillable entanglement of a certain class of 4⊗ 4 mixed states.
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